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An Incredible Week of Learning
   Exploring World Faiths - Christianity Focus

In both their writing and artwork, children in
Farthing Wood class have shown an

understanding of the Easter Story and its
significance within the Christian faith. Their
detailed descriptions and vivid imagery in

their writing beautifully captured the essence
of this religious event. Their artwork, with its

vibrant colors and meticulous attention to
detail, brought the story to life in a visually

captivating way.
Their dedication to researching and exploring
the Easter Story and Christianity is evident in

the thoughtfulness and insight apparent in
their writing and artwork.

Keep up the exceptional work, children! Your
achievements in this project are a true

testament to your talent, understanding, and
cultural appreciation. You have proven
yourselves to be true ambassadors of

knowledge and creativity.Bringing History to Life 
In Hundred Acre Wood Class, the students
have thoroughly enjoyed delving into the

fascinating topic of the Great Fire of
London this term. As part of their

immersive learning experience, they had
the opportunity to construct Tudor-style

houses. To demonstrate how the fire
rapidly spread during the historical event

of 1666, a few kind students offered the use
of their houses. The class observed that

due to the close proximity of the houses,
the flames easily engulfed one house after

another, aided by the strong winds that
prevailed.

To further comprehend the construction
techniques used during the era, the

students engaged in a hands-on
experiment where they created wattle and

daub walls. Through this activity, they
discovered that as the mud component

dried, it gradually crumbled away, thereby
exposing the underlying wooden

structures.
The amount of knowledge gained and the
enthusiastic engagement of the students in

this project has been truly remarkable!
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Silly Science: An Explosive Spectacle for British Science Week!
�🧪Our extraordinary 'Silly Science' workshops exceeded all expectations!�🧪 

🌋💥We were captivated by the awe-inspiring explosions and mind-blowing scientific
demonstrations conducted by the exceptional Professor Nitrate! 🌋💥

🥼🧬This exhilarating event truly ignited our passion for Science during the remarkable British
Science Week celebration!🥼🧬

BRITISH SCIENCE WEEK - POSTER COMPETITION!

Get creative and enter British Science Week’s annual, UK-wide poster competition!
Make a poster about any angle on ‘Time’ that you like and be in with the chance of

winning an array of prizes.

Instructions
Encourage your child or group of friends to think about time – what it means to

them and how it relates to the science they’ve learnt about – to come up with ideas
to include in their poster. Here are some points and questions to get you going: Get

your child/group to think about their own time – how do they spend it? At home,
out playing in the park, arts and crafts, learning at school? What about ‘time’ in the
world, and beyond? How do we measure time – seconds, days, seasons, centuries?

What about time in space? Are there any scientists they know of whose work
relates to time? What about time travel in films, TV and music? How has technology

changed over time?

British Science Week 2024 is the 30th anniversary of the Week, your child/group
could use that as inspiration; how has technology changed since 1994?

Make your poster
Once they’ve done the thinking, it’s time to get creative! Posters must be A4 or A3

in size and you’ll need to be able to take a photograph of each one so it can be sent
to us online for judging. You can use pop-up pictures, pull out tabs or use materials

such as pencils, paints, crayons and paper to create your posters.

Submitting the poster
Posters will be judged on creativity, how well they fit the theme and how well they
have been made or drawn, and how engaging they are. Once a poster is complete,

take a photo of it and complete the online form to submit it as an entry.

Next steps
Celebrate! For more details, along with the full set of poster competition rules and

tips, check out the website: britishscienceweek.org/plan-your-activities/poster-
competition . Look out for the activities in the pack marked with a paintbrush

symbol, they can be a source of inspiration.

Children can create these in school with their friends during breaktimes and
lunchtime or at home & bring them in. The choice is yours! Further information is in

the community pack shared earlier.
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Eden - beautiful presentation and
compassion to others

Luna - for creativity & writing

Neythen - for amazing Science contributions

Cookie - for creativity & writing

Elliot - for creativity & writing

Issy - for beautiful presentation & resilience

Charlie N - for hard work & resilience

Joseph - for fantastic handwriting and
thoughtful Science questioning

Jocelyn - for a great attitude to all her
learning

Lillie - for a great attitude to all her learning

Sophia  - for perseverance

Stanley -  for enthusiasm for reading

Chloe -  for being determined with reading

William -  for excellent phonics work

Thomas -  for confident speaking

WELL DONE CHILDREN - WE WILL
CELEBRATE ON MONDAY MORNING IN OUR

WOW ASSEMBLY. 
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Friday 26th January

18th Mar - Parents’ Meetings KS1 & EYFS

20th Mar - Spring Show Afternoon

25th March - Parents’ Meeting KS2

29th Mar - Good Friday Bank Holiday - school
closed 

1st April - Easter Holidays April 1st - 12th

15th April - Summer Term begins

16th April - RNLI Lifeguards Visit & Water Safety
Workshop

13th May - Y6 SATS Week

3rd June - INSET DAY - school closed to pupils

10th June - Sports Day - weather permitting

10th - 14th June - Phonics Screening

17th June - Reserve Sports Day

17th July - School Production

23rd July - Leavers’ Assembly

24th July - INSET DAY - school closed to pupils

Dates for your DiaryStars of Trewidland

Class teachers can be messaged 
directly via Class Dojo.

You can also emailed us via: 

Mr Lovell: 
Head@trewidland.cornwall.sch.uk

or

Mrs Moore:
Bmoore@trewidland.cornwall.sch.uk

or
Secretary

Secretary@trewidland.cornwall.sch.uk

CONTACTING US: 
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Friday 26th January

Messages from Outside Providers


